
 

 
 

COMPLAINT NUMBER 19/408 

COMPLAINANT N Leggett 

ADVERTISER Chorus NZ  

ADVERTISEMENT Chorus NZ, Television 

DATE OF MEETING 29 October 2019 

OUTCOME No Grounds to Proceed 

 
 
Advertisement:  The Chorus fibre network television advertisement for its family-sized fibre 
package lists a range of activities which require data and says in part: "There's room for 
Meatloaf here and meatloaf here.  There's room for Fortnite, a multi-player cup final and for 
Nana to swipe right…" 
 
The Chair ruled there were no grounds for the complaint to proceed 
 
Complainant, N Leggett, said:  Chorus Advertising mentions the game " Fortnite" in their TV 
commercial. FortniteHome Library Parenting More Evidence Fortnite Is Bad for Your Child's 
Health. 
The worlds most popular online video game costs nothing to play, is available on seven 
different platforms, has more than 200 million registered players worldwide, and its CEO is 
now worth over $7 billion. Launched in the summer of 2017, Fortnite has blown away the 
competition to become the go-to video game for any serious or would-be gamer. Fortnite may 
also be responsible for a serious decline in your child's health as evidence mounts about the 
effects on kids obsessed with playing 
While the World Health Organization (WHO) recognizes gaming disorder (compulsive and 
obsessive playing of video games) as a diagnosable condition, the American Psychiatric 
Association (APA) says there is currently insufficient evidence to support gaming disorder as 
a unique mental disorder, calling for further research. 
This copy must be changed immediately for the sake of our kids 
 
The relevant provisions were Advertising Standards Code - Principle 1, Rule 1(h);  
 

Principle 1: Social Responsibility: Advertisements must be prepared and placed 
with a due sense of social responsibility to consumers and to society. 
 

Rule 1 (h) Health and well-being: Advertisements must not undermine the health 

and well-being of individuals.  

 
The Chair noted the Complainant’s concern the advertisement may encourage children’s 
obsession with the Fortnite, a video game.  The Complainant notes the position of the World 
Health Organisation on gaming disorders and children’s mental health. 
 
The Chair said the consumer takeout of the advertisement is that busy families need enough 
data for a range of online activities and this advertisement was promoting a broadband 
package which can accommodate all the family’s needs. 
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While the Chair acknowledged the genuine concerns of the Complainant around the issue of 
excessive gaming on children’s health, she did not consider that a brief mention of the 
game’s name was likely to undermine the health and wellbeing of individuals. 
 
The Chair said the advertisement did not emphasis any one use over another and the scene 
that referred to the game showed children gaming with an adult alongside them.  
 
The Chair said the advertisement had not breached Principle 1 or Rule 1(h) of the 
Advertising Standards Code. 
 
The Chair ruled there were no grounds for the complaint to proceed. 
 
 
Chair’s Ruling: Complaint No Grounds to Proceed  
 
 
 
 
 
 

APPEAL INFORMATION 

According to the procedures of the Advertising Standards Complaints Board, all 
decisions are able to be appealed by any party to the complaint. Information on 
our Appeal process is on our website www.asa.co.nz. Appeals must be made in 
writing via email or letter within 14 days of receipt of this decision. 

 


